FULL TEXT OF ARTICLE:

1. Soviet newspapers have increased their reporting on UFO sightings in recent months. One particular highlight was a lengthy interview with Soviet Deputy Minister of Defense Ivan Tretyak in the 9 November LITERATURNAYA GAZETA, a large weekly newspaper with national circulation. Tretyak, who also holds the positions of Commander-in-Chief of the Air Defense Forces and General of the Army, confirmed that fighter-interceptors had encountered unidentified flying objects in Soviet air space. He said that one "unidentified flying machine" had been photographed by interceptor pilots and that optical and thermal signals from it had been detected on the pilots’ target screens, although some "Stealth-like" capacity prevented the recording of radar signals.

2. LITERATURNAYA GAZETA columnist O. Moroz asked Tretyak if the Air Defense Forces regard the flight of UFOs in Soviet air space as a "violation of the sovereignty of the USSR." Tretyak replied that it is premature to see the UFOs as a threat to Soviet security or sovereignty because although pilot reports indicated the UFOs appeared to be of artificial origin, their real nature has not yet been determined. Observing that most previous UFO sightings had been explained as natural phenomena or as a misinterpretation of optical phenomena associated with rocket launches or the artificial debris that is congesting space near Earth, Tretyak added: "Many of the phenomena taken for UFOs are caused by the penetration of cosmic rays through ozone holes which are formed during [rocket] launches." He revealed that the military knew some of the famous UFO sightings in the late 1970s could have been explained by making this effect public knowledge but that "for security reasons, nothing was written about this at that time."

3. General Tretyak replied negatively when asked whether the Air Defense Forces had detected any of the UFOs cited in five recent cases of mass observation. As an example of a case of "mass" observation of a UFO -- in this case by the Air Defense Forces -- Tretyak cited an unidentified flying vehicle [apparat] that was reported by his Chief of Staff, Colonel General Maltsev, in March 1990 (see Foreign Press Note FB PN 90-123, 22 May 90, "USSR: UFO Sightings No. 2 -- General Maltsev Comments"). Tretyak stated that one particular UFO had been photographed, and optical and thermal signals from it had shown up on the target screens of the